
UN scales up response as 270,000 flee
Myanmar into Bangladesh in two weeks

8 September 2017 – The United Nations migration agency today confirmed that
270,000 people have fled violence in Myanmar for safety in Bangladesh over
the past two weeks, and the number of new arrivals continues to increase.

&#8220Humanitarian agencies are deploying mobile medical teams, installing
emergency latrines, providing water, and are distributing tarpaulins for
basic shelter and food rations to new arrivals. But much more is needed and
we are fast running out of stock,&#8221 Margo Baars, who facilitates the
Inter Sector Coordination Group convened by the International Organization
for Migration (IOM), said in a press release.

On Wednesday, at least 300 boats arrived in Cox’s Bazar from Myanmar. Sea
routes are particularly dangerous in this season of rough seas.

IOM said that new arrivals usually start by looking for space in the
established makeshift settlements, where there are some services. But these
are already full. Three new spontaneous settlements have sprung up in areas
which still have very little services.

An estimated 130,000 of the new arrivals are now living in the registered
refugee camps and three makeshift settlements of Kutupalong, Leda and
Balukhali. Another 90,000 people are sheltering in host communities, and
nearly 50,000 have settled in new spontaneous settlements.

IOM, which yesterday allocated $1 million from its emergency funds to boost
the humanitarian response in Cox’s Bazar, is working with the government and
partners to scale up its delivery of lifesaving aid &#8211 most importantly
shelter, drinking water, food and medical assistance &#8211 to those most in
need.

Separately, the UN Central Emergency Response Fund yesterday also announced a
further $7 million to help the thousands of destitute people who continue to
flood into Bangladesh.

Most of the people now crossing the border are women, children and the
elderly, many of whom are vulnerable and lack the ability to take care of
themselves. There are also many pregnant and lactating women among the new
arrivals.

Healthcare facilities are also struggling to provide adequate services as the
number of people in need of emergency and basic health care continue to grow.
Seven mobile health teams have been deployed to the spontaneous settlement
areas, and IOM and partners are recruiting more doctors, nurses and midwives
to increase the reach of the teams.
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Vital that users verify accuracy
before hitting ‘Share’ button, UN
meeting on combatting #fakenews told

7 September 2017 – Amid the increasing proliferation of fake news and the
resulting challenges in discerning accurate information from false ones, a
United Nations forum today discussed ways to tackle the complex issue as well
as equipping the consumers of information with the necessary skills and tools
to assess the credibility of any media message and news source.

“Today’s world is the most connected [one] through [the use of] social media
and technology; we are oversaturated with news,” said Maher Nasser, the
Director of the Outreach Division at the UN Department of Public Information,
at the event Unravelling #FakeNews from opinion-making information, organized
by the UN Alliance of Civilizations (UNAOC).

In his remarks, Mr. Nasser spoke of the complexities in distinguishing
accurate news from non-accurate ones, especially in an environment when
algorithms, employed by social media platforms to present content to users,
often depend on the users’ interactions with their circles and thereby create
bubbles of existence.

Furthermore, the ease of sharing of information in today’s interlinked world
adds a new dimension to these complex challenges, he added, underscoring the
importance of users verifying the information – by looking through trusted
sources and ascertaining their accuracy – before passing it on to their
networks of friends and followers.

The event also included discussion on news literacy that saw the
participation of Alan Miller, the Founder and CEO of News Literacy Project;
Mitra Kalita, the Vice President of Programming at CNN Digital; Áine Kerr,
Manager of Journalism Partnerships at Facebook; Dina Temple-Raston,
Counterterrorism Correspondent at National Public Radio; and Michelle Ciulla
Lipkin, Executive Director at the National Association for Media Literacy
Education.

The discussion was moderated by Jordi Torrent, Project Manager of the Media
Literacy Initiative at UNAOC.

Also on the subject of fake news, the UN Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO) yesterday presented options to the Members of the
European Parliament to counter the growing problem and its impact.

Highlighting the seriousness of disinformation and the deliberate
discrediting of professional media, Guy Berger, the Director for Freedom of
Expression and Media Development at UNESCO, urged better protection of
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journalists and called for investigation and prosecution in instances when
purveyors of fake news are involved in fraud, such as misusing the names of
reputable news brands.

He also called on the media to boost its credibility, through highlighting
reliable brands and public service broadcasting, and to avoid advertising
that has links to fake stories as well as to be more transparent about
ownership and political leanings.

“In addition, journalists should do more to follow, debunk and tell the
stories about the fake news phenomenon,” said Mr. Berger.

UN, partners seek $106 million in
humanitarian aid for drought-hit Kenya

7 September 2017 – The United Nations and its humanitarian partners in Kenya
today appealed for $106 million to scale-up their response to the most urgent
needs resulting from the egregious effects of the drought in northern Kenya.

“We as the UN family and the humanitarian community stand with the Government
and people of Kenya to address the devastating effects of the drought on some
of the country’s most vulnerable communities,” said Siddharth Chatterjee, UN
Resident Coordinator in Kenya, urging donors to pledge additional resources
to support relief efforts in the critical months ahead.

A news release from the UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian
Affairs (OCHA) said that the previous appeal for Kenya, launched in March
2017, has been only 43 per cent funded. The revised appeal, which covers
September to December 2017, complements the Government’s 13-month extended
response plan.

However, the third phase of the Government’s response is likely to be delayed
due to political developments, making the revised appeal even more critical.

“The Government of Kenya is doing its part with its resources stretched to
breaking point. So should we,” said Mr. Chatterjee.

An estimated 5.6 million people have been affected by the drought, including
3.4 million people lacking enough food. Of them, 2.6 million people face
severe food insecurity, including 500,000 experiencing ‘emergency’ levels of
food insecurity.

A total of 369,277 children in the arid and semi-arid counties of Kenya now
require urgent treatment for acute malnutrition, and, in the worst-affected
counties, like Turkana South, the acute malnutrition rate is as high as 37
per cent, more than twice the emergency threshold of 15 per cent.
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At high-level forum, UN stresses
importance of education in building
‘culture of peace’

7 September 2017 – Education can promote ideals of non-violence, equality and
mutual respect, United Nations officials said today at a high-level event on
how to achieve a culture of peace amid current global challenges and threats
to stability, prosperity and the planet.

“We have to teach our children the values of peace, tolerance, equality and
respect. They should be under no illusions as to the self-destructiveness of
the alternative,” said the President of the General Assembly, Peter Thomson,
who convened the all-day event in New York with a focus on early childhood
development.

“We must equip them with the skills and education they need to peacefully
resolve disputes; to confront injustice and intolerance; and to reject all
forms of discrimination and hate,” he added.

Mr. Thomson noted that creating peaceful and just societies is dependent on
eradicating poverty, increasing inclusive prosperity, promoting human rights,
strengthening the rule of law, and building effective and accountable
institutions – the goals of the Sustainable Development Agenda which has
guided the international community’s anti-poverty efforts since 2015.

“Fostering a culture of peace requires all of us – individuals, nations and
international organisations – to work together to promote understanding of
our common humanity,” the senior official said. “We must promote
intercultural respect, strengthen interreligious understanding, and inspire
people’s hopes for the future. Above all we must unite for peace.”

The event brought together representatives from UN Member States, UN system
entities, civil society, media, the private sector and others with an
interest in exchanging ideas and suggestions on ways to build and promote a
Culture of Peace, and to highlight emerging trends that impact its
implementation.

In addition to early childhood education and investment in children,
Secretary-General António Guterres stressed the need to invest in youth to
promote world peace.

He called young men and women “the barometer of social discontent, economic
marginalization and political exclusion,” and said they must be recognized as
active agents of change and custodians of peace.

In a speech delivered by his Senior Advisor on Policy, Ana María Menéndez,
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the Secretary-General also recognized women’s contributions and participation
in long-term peace efforts. He said that women’s meaningful participation
generates a different perspective in solving problems, and needs to be
supported in all aspects of life.

Mr. Guterres also highlighted the importance of investing in inclusion and
cohesion, so that diversity is seen as a benefit and not a threat.

“To prevent intolerance, violent extremism and radicalization, we need to
promote the inclusion, solidarity and cohesion of multi-ethnic, multicultural
and multi-religious societies. It is the best antidote to racism, xenophobia,
Islamophobia and anti-Semitism,” he noted.

The first such forum on the Culture of Peace was held in September 2012, and
recognized the need for continual support to further strengthening the global
movement for peace.

UN supporting national relief efforts
as Hurricane Irma threatens nearly 50
million people

7 September 2017 – United Nations agencies are supporting relief efforts in
the wake of Hurricane Irma, which has already wreaked havoc on Antigua and
Barbuda and other Caribbean islands and is en route towards the United
States.

According to the UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs
(OCHA), Irma, a Category 5 storm, made landfall on northeast Caribbean
islands during the early hours of 6 September, affecting Antigua and Barbuda,
Anguilla, the British Virgin Islands, St Barthélemy, St. Martin, the US
Virgin Islands and other islands in the eastern Caribbean Sea.

Irma was predicted to hit Puerto Rico before continuing to the Dominican
Republic, Haiti, Cuba, Turks and Caicos and south-eastern Bahamas.

About 49 million people are directly in Hurricane Irma’s projected path,
including more than 10.5 million children.

“The Secretary-General is saddened by the reports of immense destruction and
loss of life in the Caribbean region since Hurricane Irma made landfall on
Antigua and Barbuda on Wednesday,” said a statement issued today by his
Spokesman.

“The United Nations system is already working to support national relief
efforts,” added the statement.
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Also issuing a statement today was the new UN Emergency Relief Coordinator,
Mark Lowcock.

“In the days preceding the storm’s landfall, humanitarian agencies began to
pre-position supplies and technical experts to support national and regional
relief efforts,” he stressed.

OCHA said there is continued risk of catastrophic damage from hurricane force
winds, storm surge, and flooding in areas on Irma’s trajectory.

In a press release, the UN Children’s Fund (UNICEF) warned that more than
10.5 million children live in the countries that are likely to be exposed to
the damage from Hurricane Irma.

Children in the islands of the Eastern Caribbean, Dominican Republic, Haiti
and Cuba are at risk, including over 3 million under the age of five.

“Strong winds and torrential rains have already barreled through some of the
smallest and most exposed islands in the eastern Caribbean, including Anguila
and Barbuda,” said Patrick Knight, Head of Communication for UNICEF in the
Eastern Caribbean, speaking from Barbados. “As the extent of the damage
becomes clear we are seeing severe levels of destruction. Our priority is to
reach all those children and families in the affected communities as soon as
possible.”

Early estimates suggest that 74,000 people, including 20,000 children, have
been affected.

Local authorities said communication networks in many of the affected areas
have been affected either totally or partially. Infrastructure, including
roads, bridges, hospitals and schools have also suffered varying degrees of
damage.

In Barbuda, 90 per cent of the infrastructure has been destroyed, and it is
anticipated that this will include up to 132 schools.

UNICEF’s immediate concern is providing drinking water and sanitation to
affected communities, as well providing child protection services for both
children and adolescents, including psycho-social support for those affected.
UNICEF will also support the reestablishment of education systems and early
learning systems as safe spaces.

The World Food Programme (WFP) said yesterday that an aircraft bound for
Haiti and carrying some 80 metric tons of emergency food supplies and other
equipment on behalf of WFP, CARE and Catholic Relief Services is due to leave
the UN Humanitarian Response Depot in Dubai early this morning local time.

Also yesterday, the UN Development Programme (UNDP) said it is sending
experts on crisis recovery to support the people of the Caribbean.

UNDP has activated its crisis preparedness plans in several countries in the
region, and will support them both during the immediate response to this
disaster and in crucial early recovery activities like debris and waste
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management, emergency employment and supporting core government functions, if
asked.

“The Hurricane may severely impact people’s livelihoods—directly affecting
women, men and children—impacting crucial activities for people, communities
and entire countries such as agriculture, fisheries and small and medium
enterprises,” said Jessica Faieta, UNDP Regional Director for Latin America
and the Caribbean.


